Dennis E. Gilbert, CSP
Your organization recognizes the critical need for increasing its
competitive advantage, improving membership or customer
loyalty, and increasing both revenue and profit.
Successful ventures are those that are strong enough to pivot
and courageous enough to accelerate.

Pivot and Accelerate
May the Change Be With You!
This presentation will energize your
audience to:






Get unstuck from stress and
transition to game changing energy.
Release self-limiting anchors and
boost confidence.
End the procrastination of waiting
for luck and ignite energy for goal
achieving persistence.
Remove doubt and boost confidence
enhancing their competitive
advantage.

Leadership - Creating the Vortex!
This presentation will invigorate and empower
your audience to:







Continually transform from technical
experts to game changing leaders.
End business busting
miscommunication and ignite the
relentless power of information sharing.
Transform energy zapping, gossip
ridden environments into highly sought
after success emanating cultures.
Replace tired and worn out leadership
messages with a compelling and
confident call-to-action that generates
buy-in and stimulates growth.

Repeat business: “Dennis delivered an uplifting and
empowering message at the annual meeting of one of
my client associations. Next Spring, he will be the
keynote speaker at another client’s conference. I have
and will continue to recommend Dennis’ talents, skills
and insightful messages to other organizations.”
– Gil Longwell, Meeting with Success!

Reach any audience: “The presentation Dennis
provided to a 55+ (age) audience was well received
and I was amazed by the amount of questions for
Dennis. It clearly demonstrated his versatility to
present to various groups with different backgrounds.”
- Gerry Chickeletti, Mature Workers Program

Spring your membership into action or inspire your organizational rainmakers including senior
administration, sales, marketing, and operations personnel.
You’ve made a commitment to excellence; now solidify your actions by uniting the team.

Dennis travels from Pennsylvania, USA - he is available worldwide.

